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FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT FOR THE AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT ON
ATS-6
1.0	 SUMMARY AND ABSTRACT
During the performance of this contract,-an instrument for
the detection of particles in the energy range of 0.1 ev
to 80 Rev was designed, built, tested, calibrated, and
flown on board the geosynchronous spacecraft ATS-G. Data
from this instrument has generated a wide visriety of
scientific investig&lions. A list of papers and oral
presentations which use this data is given in the
appendix S.
The general areas of research using this data are;
1. Intensive studies of the plasma in the vicinity of the
spacecraft (e.g., occurrence of plasma waves)
2. Global variations of plasmas (e.g., plasma injec-
tions an.*' substorias)
3. Correlative studies using either other spacecraft or
ground based measurements (e.g., study of particle
precipitation using ATS and ground based scanning
photome ters)
4. Studies of spacecraft interactions with ambient
plasmas incluaing;
a. Charg ing
b. Local electric fields due to differential charging
c. Active control of spacecraft potential
Examples of each of these types of studies can be found in
the publication list. Even though the instrument has now
ceased functioning, the data is still being actively
studied both by investigators at UCSD and at a nuwber, of
othei it,skitutions. r\l so in tiv 	 is a list of
requests that wu have hi,d for copies of tl:e data. he
always honot such requests to 1-he best of our ability, and
many of them have led to successful studies. At the
present time, we have four graduate students working on
these projects using this instrument.
The UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment has proven to be
extremely successful at extending our knowledge: of the
geosynchronous environment. Included among the new UCSD
observations are:
associated
sibly auroral
low to moderate
at an ionospheric
1. Intense field aligned electron beams
with local substorm activity and pos
arcs
2. A persistent field aligned native to
energy ions, a phenomena which hints
source
3. Plasmaspheric particles in the bulge region of the
near magnetosphere with temperatures much higher
than expected
4. Field line: ion bounce dispersion association with sub-
storm activity
5. PC-1 wave activity previously unobserved in particle
data, and
6. Unusual spacecraft charging phenomena including
differential charging and non-monotonic radial
charging phenomena.
The original environmental measurement program called for
the operation of the Environmental MeasuremLit Experiment
(EME) for a period of two years. Many of the phenomena
listed above are single satellite observations observed
during that two year period and required no turther data
gathering for their continued ;study: However, the
operation of the AIS-6 EME package was extended into a 	 I
third year for a number of important reasons. UCSD
interest in this extension included:
1. The desire to continue the study of spacecraft
charging by attempting to actively control the
spacecraft potential during an eclipse period using
an on-board electron emitter
2. The desire to perform an unprecedented two satellite
experiment with highly similar plasma instruments
when the ATS-6 satellite was brought back from its
eastern location past the AIS-5 western location, and
3. The desire to participate in the opening stages
of the International N,agrrctospheric Study (IMS)
where because of delays in the launch of the
European GEOS project, ATS -6 was the only satellite
available during these opening stages to make
magneiosphe:ric measurements and to participate
in conjugate correlative studies.
i
The above stated projects have proceeded as planned, and
much of the associated data has been collected. 	 Some is
still being analyzed.
In 1976 0 ATS-G continued to gather eclipse data, and began
neutralizer operations. Results from these operations
indicate that the neutralizer is capable of maintaining
the spacecraft potential at low values during the
transitions Into eclipse.
These operations demonstrated it is possible in genri.l to
conti.rol spacecraft potential. Physically, neutralizer And
eclipse events provide variable particle densities and
current sources which have not yet been fully utilized in
studying the interaction of the spacecraft with the
environment.
2.0	 INSTRUMENT
The instrument is described in detail in the Handbook
which has been included as an appendix. Therefore only a
brief description will be given here.
2.1 ^ SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the UCSD particle: experiment is
to measure charged particle fluxes as a function of
energy, direction and time:. The charged particles
measured consist of environmental electrons and ions and
also particles emitted from the spacecraft such as
photoelectrons, secondary electrons, and particles UmittLd
by cesium ion accelration. The secondary objectives of
the experiment are to use the measured particle fluxes to
infer particle velocity distributions, spacecraft
potential, the location and magnitude of differential
charging on the spacecraft, and the magnitude and signs of
the various charging currents to the spacecraft.
The particle data from the UCSD experiment, together with
the data from the other experiments, provides a
quantitative description of the charge state of the
vehicle, and also a quantitative description of the
environmental plasma, both as functions of time and
therefore as functions of the satellite position in slace.
The ultimate aim of the experiment is twofold: to gain an
understanding of the electrical charging and discharge
processes of spacecraft; and to gain an understanding of
the processes which control the environmental plasma.
The UCSD experiment (Figure 2.2-1 Appendix) has five
electrost& tic chargcrd particle detectors. Two detectors
(one for negative and one for positive particles) are
conta ined in each rotating detector assembly (11DA) . each
RDA con be rotated through a maximum of 220 about the
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axis through the RDA cylindrical structure. The
experiment is mounted on the outer cadge of the top face of
the EME package. The rotation of the RDA's can be stopped
at Any pre-selected position upon command. The limits of
the range of rotation can also be selected by command so
that the aseemblies can "wag" over small angular ranges if
desired.
The detectors are capable of measuring particles with
energies from a few eV up to E1 KeV. Each scan in energy
consists of 64 energy step.- spaced exponentially up to the
maximum energy with an energy resolution pE/E at each stop
of approximately 20%.
2.2	 MEASURING TECHNIQUE
Each of the five charged particle detectors is made from
three subassemblies: An electrostatic curved plate
energy/unit charge analyzer; an electrostatic grid
structure which acts as a lens to focus those: particles
that have passed through the energy analyzer upon the
sensor; and a bendix Model 4213-PAC/%kL spiraltron particle
sensor with appropriate pulse electronics which counts the
analyzed particles. Figure 2.2-2 shows a cross section of
the detector assembly.
The curved analyzing plates are unique in that they are
ovoidal, i,e., they have different curvatures in the
parallel (energy analyzing) and perpendicular directions.
In order to obtain azimuthal focusing (focusing in the
perpendicular direction) for a spherical geometry, the
particles must be bent S0 . In an attempt to maintain &
Large geometric factor the path length has been shortened
such that the particles are bent 55 . The shorter radius
of curvature in the azimuthal direction (26 percent
shorter) results in a proper azimuthal focusing for the
shorter path le:ngLh. Also, the s potter azimuthal radius
of curvature results in a neutral focusing in the parallel
direction. The shorter path length and the postanalysis
electrostatic lens for focusing the parallel direction
maintain a large geometric factor (discussed below) and,
in addition, good angular resolution. The angular
resolution of each sensor is approximately o 2.0 0 by 2.60
for a monoenergetic spectrum and 2.8 0 by 7 for a flat
spectrum.
Figure 2.2-2 (view A-A) shows that the inside: of the
plates are serrated so that particles striking the sides
will be eliminated resulting in a minimum of secondaries
with forward momentum. The plates of the energy analyzer
are driven by a power supply that can be programmed to
supply any one of 64 voltage steps. These steps allow one
to analyze particles of energy between less than 1 eV and
81 keV with an energy resolution of about (0.2E + 2) eV
full width at half maximum. The analyzer constant is
approximately 11; thus sLveral kilovolts must be applied
to each plate in order to analyze particles in the higher
energy ranges.
Another unique feature of the analyzers is the
post-analysis electrostatic lens. This lens Is a
structure made of two wire grids positioned imit-sediately
after the energy analyzer. 1 he first grid is hold at the
potential of the inn#,., r plate. The second grid is held at
the Fotention to ground. A particle passing through this
structure is strongly focused upon the center of the
sensor * For the electron detectors, a cone has been
mounted to control the electric field around the secondary
particle suppressor (discussed below) .
The geometric factor h (differential atievgy flux = count
rate/H) which results f .^ om,the inclusion of the lent is
apLlhox PiaLely 3.2 X lo 'cm '.sr for protons and 1.6 X
10 cill sr for electrons.
The reason for the difference between these values is that
because of higher ext,ected electron fluxes, one-half of
each electron aperture ana one quarter of each ion
aperture has been covered. The 11 factor is somewhat
energy dependent at lower energies due to•both a
postanalysis acceleration which occurs at the spiraltron( O factor of 3 increcise in 11 occurring qr&uually around I -
3 keV for protons 4ind 0.1 - 0.31 kcV for electrons). ThL
fact that the electrostatic lt-, ns maintains a large-
geometric factor is very iml:ortant. Such a geometric
factor results in much higher counting raters than are
normally available, yeiluing better statistics. In
addition, finer time resolution can be obLained since
there is no need to reduce already low counting ratLS.
Taking advantage of this feature, the CetCCtorS have MOdLS
which allow sampling up to 24 times a second in either
Electrons or ions.
A Bendix Model 4213-PAC/I1L spiraltron particle sensor
detects each charged particle which has passed through the
energy analyzer. Pulse electronics attachea to this
sensor amplifies its output and sets a nominal dead time
of 3.54 s. I'his rate limiting rejects afterpulses and
provides a stable well-known dea( time so that true
counting rates of 10 counts/s can be measured
unambiguously. tNith the very large geometric factor, the
lifetime of the spiraltron sensors is of paramount
concern.
Suppression of secondary electrons and some additional
focusing is accomplished by a stmispherical suppressor
shield which lies between the sensor and the electrostatic
lens. The proton suppressor is at zero potential and the
electron suppressor is a 0 V for energy selection below
100 V and at -=30 V for energy selection above 100 volts.
2.3	 FUNCTIONS
The experiment was designed to allow a great deal of
freedom in the programmed selection of energies. The
simplest energy program available is callLd SCAN. In this
programs the analyzer scans through the C4 d Ksc_^ retE:
exponentially spaced energy levels. The program starts at
the lowest energy and proceeds to the highest. Each
energy 1eRcl is maintained for 250ms before proceeding to
the next energy level. After the 64th lc:vi..l, the cycle is
repeated. one entire scion requires 16 s for comflLtion.
The more complicated energy selection E , 1091,11,1 is callea
the SCAN -DtrELL wode. This program starts with a single
scan as described rbove. At the completion of the Senn
the analyzer jumps to & predetermintd onergy level (Eli 1) •
one of the G4 scan energy levels, and maintcins that
energy level (HELL) for a predetermined length of time
(DT) . At the completion of the dwell the analyzer
performs a scan and then dwells at the next energy levol
QED 1 + NEL) where NEL is the number of discrete energy
levels betwoen adjacent dwells of the saML .SCAN -DhLLL
program. 'This process continues until a pre.dcterminLd
number of dwells M.) have occurred, at which time Che
program repeOrs. All ,-)f the ubovvw paruatictern (ED 1, M;
NEL,, NE)) are sett by grounu coutici end.
The energy selection programs were designed to allow
balance between obtaining full spectrum information and
the monitoring of ftst time veriations rt paLticulat
energies. The programmed dwells, for instance:, are
extremely useful in the study of Alfven waves in the
magnetosphere. Mien even higher time resolutions a.re
required, ground commands ca,n be sent which modify the
accumulation of de:t actor counts. 'There are six
accumulator channels each of which gives one reading for
each C.25 s. Under normal accumulation, each of the four
rotating detectors are simply gated toa single
accumulator. The EDA is provided with two accumulator
channels. It is possible to sample a detector at a higIsLr
rate than normally obtained by gating the output of the
detector to more than one accumulator zit the exi nse of
information from some• of the: others. During the d%^ells it
is possible to obtain up to 24 readings a sc.cona from one
detector, subsueiuently increasing the time resolution of
that detector.
Each of the RDA's is attached to the main housing by a
shaft driven through worm dears by a Mopping motor. The
RDA's rotate at a rate of 60/43 d 1.4 Is so that to
complete the 220 0 forward and reverse: cycle takes 314 s.
The angle sweeping programs have been designed to allow
2.4
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considerable freedom in the selection of angles. The
RDA's can be parked in a number of ptLprogtammod
positions. Also,, the units can be rotated in a
synchronous fashion or the cast-west unit can Le filed
while the north-south unit rotates. kinally, t1.toucjh
real-tim,e manipulation the hDA's can be parked at
arbitrary angles of interest, for instance, the closest
approach angel to the magnetic field.
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
The notoal mode: of operation of tLe experiment is to
rotate both RDA's through their full rotation angle while
the analyzers scan sequentially through the: 64
exj;oncntiully spaced energy levels. The program starts r-L
the lowest energy level and proceeds to the hicjhest energy
level for each detector. The transition time bctioeen
energy levels may be assumed to be negla' ,,jible. ",,his
normal mode of operation is calla. the scan only mode in
whi.c h
 
the: analyzer energy is controlled by consecutive
scan programs.
Whenever the experiment as turned on it comes into the
normal mode of operation unless additional cowmands tire
sent to command it into a spcciz,l mode. Most special
modes of operation will be chosen as part' of the
experii;icnt oper-ir tions plan. !ipecial mocLs which will be
frquently used involve restricting the angles of roLction
of the RDA's to special angle intervals, or parking the
RDA's at a certain fixed position. Other si . ecial modes
will intersperse the onergy scan 1,rogram with 6vell
Intervals when the analyzer energy is fixed for
pre-deN tOLMined periods by command.
DATA PRESENTATT'JN
The usefulness of any scientific instrument is severely
compromised if one does not Lave an aaequaLu wcty to
display the output. From the beginning of this l.rograme
we have tried to emphasize prescnting the data in a form
that makes it readily accessible and understandable to
other workers so that they need not be intimately ramilUr
with the instrumen • in order to use the data. We have
tried to avoid generating large volumes of tabular hard
copy. Our normal data presentation cons i sts of two parts:
line 'plots and spectrograms. This is ii continuation of
our policy de-veloied with ATS-5. In fact, we have tried
to make the forms of both the line plots and the
spectrogtams as sfi*,iilzr to those of the AI: -5 output as
possible in otder to facilitato intercomparisons and as a
service to those investigators who a.re already familiar
with the ATS-5 formats.
MICROFILM LINE PLOTS3.1
3.2
The raw data is plotted in 64 second segments Lvcry
minute. This creates 2 second overlaps between fri,mcs at
aides continuity. No editing or efficiency correction is
done at this stage. This format is best for looking at
rapid fluctuations or isolated events.
5 PECTkOGRA,MS
4.0
4.1
As with the line plots, we have dLveloped spuctrogr<.ms
which are similar in format to those of AIS-5. While
spectrograms exist for most of the: received data, si.ecial
attention Las been given to producing several types of
spectrograms foe the first forty days of ol.,e:ration.
During this period, the wholu insttutaent was ol.c:tz:ting
perfectly. Shortly thereafter, the fixed ion detector
failed, and the East -hest dctLe:tot suffered a pLttial
failure: which compromisers <bout halt of the 6aL;, front it.
In addition to the standrrd types of spectrogrcins, we have
also produced energy-onglu spectrograws which help
to visualize Fitch angle distributions. Eor this type of
presentation, the data is collapsed GC[oss a given
interval of time in order to accumr;ulate sufficient
statistics.
As was the case with ATS-5, we intend to dei.osit thu whole
body of relevant spectrograt«s in the data center. At the
present time, we are distributing them to interested
parties upon request (see apl*endix A).
STUDIES
As can be seenfrom the references included in the
appendix, mucks work has been gcnetated by the ATS-G data.
These studies are continuing, and tho consensus is that
only the "cream" hr,s been sctai:ed from the top.
Wave-particle interactions, plasioa dynamics, global
substottn response, and field line mapping are only a fey:
of the active research. At UCSD, four graduate students
are studying this data (another one recently graduatcc:)
and three senior scientists are also participating.
LOW ENERGY IONS
The Auroral. Particles Instrument has been able: to return
Information about the densities of very low energy ion
populations at geosynchronous orbit. These: results Ore
frequently obscured by the notmrl effects of spacecraft
charging. However, we have learned how to comi.ensate Cot
many of these effects, and continue the study.
4.2	 SPACECkAFT INTERACTIONS
The addition of lower energy steps and the ability to
rotate with respect to the spacecraft body have enabled us
to infer a great deal about the ways in which the
spacecrrjft lntt,tracts with the natutal plasmas. we have
been able to trace certain classes of patticle back to
their origins on spe=cific parts of the vehicle whichwhich are
charged difterentially with rQSpecL to spacecraft, ground..
In addition, we have carried out a successful program of
using the: on-boz,rd ion r,ce elerato r in both the noLwal and
w	 neutralized only modes to actively control the potentials.
The theory and understanding on the interactions of
surface: with particles and photons in space is still
developing. The teats we have done: on active control have
been very important for the. design of future systems.
	
4.3
	
PLASMA STUDIES
The studies of subsLotm dynamics that was started with
ATS-5 has continued with the ATS-^ data. The addition of
low ene=rgy measur Linen LS with pitch angle information 1-,as
been important.
	
4.4	 FIELD ALIGNED r LUXES
One of the outstanding features of this instrument has
been its ability to sweep in angle 4.nc thus inv stigGLe
the existanco of inte=nse fie=ld aligned fluxes oL auroral
energy particles. tNe have seen anC teported both
structural loss cones in the classic sense and "source:"
cone=s of excess particles coming from lower altitudes.
We have been unable to look in both directions along the
field lira: simultane=ously so we cannot unambiguously
separate particle fluxes from field aligned currents.
	
4.5	 CORRELATIVE STUDIES
Several possibilitie=s fot joint studies have been
presented. he htvc continued out cooperation with S.
Mende and 1.. Eathe:r. They have installer scanning
photometers and color Lclevisioaa .t the foot of the
nominc.l field line: of AIS -G to obtain simultaneous
observations. Data from two sepatatea two week obsor% ing
periods cxisL. 'Aa have already written a report on this
study, but the work is continuing.
Another promising joint study is the comparison of ATS-5
and ATS —a as they ctoss. Eatly in the mission, AIS - 5 was
stationed to thL hest of the ATS -5. Then it ctossed ove r
as it was moved to the Eastern location. Later it was
returned to the I%este:rn site:. There:fote %a now have etata
for when the si acecra ft were wide=ly separated and for two
cros :;ings. Cne pape=r has been pre=se=nte=d on the=se
observations, but G student is currently working on
a expanding the r,nblys is. We hope to be able to study some
PC4 events rhbt occurred when the spacecraft wcrre within
a wavelength of cacti other.
4.6	 THINGS LEFT TO DO
As has been indicated throughout this report, the ATS-6
Aurorrl Frrticles Instrument has already been responsiblefor many papers and talks. But scvcral investigators from
UCSD and many at other institutions aro still actively
working with the data.
The list of things that Gould still be done is quite
comprehensive. It includes
1, Electric Fields
2. Flows
3. Wave-particle Interactions
4. hagnetospheric Geometry
5. Spacecraft Interactions (Including active CQntiol)
6. Correlative: fr odies
We intend to continue working kith the data on these
problc,nt areas.
o6. __ .
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EAPPENDIX A
REQUESTS POR ATS-G DATA
1. Dr. S. I t.kasofu
Geophysical Institute
C T. Eluey Blug.
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 9701
2. Dr. G. A. Paul ikas
Space ScienCu$ Lab
The Aerosjuce Corp.
P.O. box ;2957
Los Angeles, CA 9009
3. Dr. George Parks
Geophysics Program
AK-50
University of thashington
Seattle, twshington 98195
9. Dr. Egbert Petelski
Department of Plasma Physics
Royal Institute of Technology
leknikr ngen 31-33
S-100 99 Stockholm 70
.SWEDEN
5. Boston College
6. Dr. Ching Meng
Space Sciences Lab
University California Berkeley
Berkeley, r,a;lifotnia 99720
7. Dr. George Gestafsson
Kiruna Geophysical Institute
S--981 01
Kiruna 1
SWEDEN
S. Dr. Ray Gol6stein
Mail Code 122-123
Jet Propulsion Lab
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103
9. Dr. Erl in Nielson
Max-Planck Institute
Postfach 20
D-3411 Katlinburg
Lindau 3, Nest Germany
10, Dr. Henry Garrett
PHF
Ait .^orce Geophysics Lab
LG/Hanscom Air Force Base
Bedford, MASS 01730
11. Dr. John Foster
Aeronomy Center
Code UAC 41
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322
12. Dr. Robert Bartlett
Mail Coda 730.1
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
13. Ms. Carolyn Purvis
Mail Code 54-3
Lewis National Research Center
2100 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
14. Dr. Herbert Cohen
LKK
Air Force Geophysics Lab
LG/Hanscom Air Force Base
Bedford, MASS 01730
15. Mr. Robert McInerney
Air Foi:ce Geophysics Lab (SVA)
Hanscom Air Force Base
Bedford, MASS C1730
16. Dr. Dave Hardy
PHF
Air Force Geophysics Lab
LG/Hanscom Air Force Buse
Bedford, MASS 01730
17. Dr. Frederick Rich
Research Center
Regis College
Weston, MASS 02193
18. Dr. Jeffrey Hughes
Department of 6nysics
Imperial College of Science
kL- 	 __ ._-
and Technology
Prince Consort ko&d
London, Lnglond
SW7 2bZ
19. Dr. S. B. Mende
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
Palo Alto Res. Lab
3251 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, California 94304
20. Dr. James Sharbc;r
Air Force Geophysics Lab
LG/11anscohl Air kOtCe Bt SL
Bedfordo MASS 01730
21. Dr. Shen-Yi W
C-23
Lockheed Elcctionics
Houston, IlLxos 711056
22. Dr. J. M. Penman
Department of Enviroiziental Sciences
University of tit ncastct
Lancaster , Lngland
LA14YQ
23. Dr. John K. llargraavt.,t^
Dept. of Lnvironwt;;iLt.l Sciences
University of LancasLer
Lanc&sLer, England
LAI 4YQ
24. Dr. Kane
India
25. Dr. Margaret Kivelson
Earth &nd -,$pace scionces
!)niversity of Colifornias
Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024
26. Dr. Lother Rossbetq
MPAC
Lindau, Germcny
27, Dr. B p try Mauk
GeopliySiCs Program
AK-50
Univetuity of Washington
Seattle, twshington 96155
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APPENDIX B
RECENT PAPERS USING UCSD ATS-6 DATA
The following is a list of our recent publications and papers.
ATS-6 UCSD Auroral Par ticics ExF er r,xt nt, B. 11. hauk, C. E.
McIluain, IEEE Trans. on Acrospcci;
	 Electronic Systems,
AES -I1, 6 Nov. 1076.	 -
Operations of the ATS -6 lon Engine and Plasma Er idge Neutralizer
at Geosyncr ronous Altitude, R. C. Olsen, AIAA Symposium on
Electric Propulsion, San Diego, April, 1575.
Active Modification of ATS-5 and A'T'S-6 Spacecraft Potentials, R.
C. Olsen, L. C. tnhiple, And C. K. Purvis, Symposium on the Effect
of the lonosphcrc on Spice: Systnj*s and Communiccritions,
Washington, D.C., January, 1978.
Spacecraft Charging on ATS-6, E. Johnson, J. Quinn, and S.
De Forest, Symposium on the kME ct of the Ilonosphere on Space:
Systems and Communications, hashington, D.C., January, 1970.
Plasma Clouds and F,urortl Arcs, S. De:Eore:st and R. Judge, ESRO
Special Publication No. 107, 1974.
Spacecraft Charging Control Demonstration at Geosynctaronous
Altitude, R. G. Lattlett, S. L. De:Eorest, and k. Goldstein, AIAA
11th Electt is Propulsion Conference: Proceedings, New Orle: ns, La.
March 19-21, 1c-75.
Auroral Electton Seams Neer the Magnetic Equation, C. E.
Mcilwain, Physics of the Toot Plasma in the M,clnctosL)hE , re, Floc.
of Nobel Symposium, i,ultLjVist, b., ana L. Ste.nt,lo, eds., Plenum
Pub. Co., N.Y., 1975.
Observation of the Plasma Shect Durin g, a Contracted Oval Substorm
in a Prolonged Quiet Period, A. T. Y. Lui, S. I. Akasofu, E. h.
Homes, Jr., S. J. Bame:, and C. E. Mcllwain, subm. J. Ge:ophys.
Res.
ATS -6 UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment, B. 11. Mauk, and C. E.
McIltrain, IEEE Ttc nss ctions oil Acrospr.ce <, nd Electronic Systems,
Vol. AF, S-11,	 NovcmLe'r 19 i 5.
Observation of Photoelectrons and Secondary Electrons Resflccted
from a Potential Barrier in the Vicinity of ATS-6, E. C. Whipple,
Jr., J. Geop.hys. Res. 81, 601, 1976.
Theory of the Sphericolly Symmetric Photoelectron Sheath: A Thick
Sheath Approximation
a Potential Barrier,
601, 1976.
and Comparison with the ATS-6 Observation of
E. C. Whipple, Jr . , J. Geophys. Res. Olt
The Signature of Parallel Fields in a Collisionless Plasma, E. C.
Whipple, Jr., J. Geophys. Res. 02, 1525, 1977.
Modeling of Spacecraft Charging, E. C. Whipple, Jr., Proceedings
of the AF/NASA Conference on Spacecraft Charging 'technology,
1976.
The Plasma Environment at Geosynchronous Altitude, S. E.
De Forest, Proceedings of the AE /NASA Conference: on Spacecraft
Charging Technology, 1976.
Active Control of Spacecraft Charging on AIS-5 and ATS-6, C. K.
Purvis, R. C. 6c+rtlett and S. E. Dekorest, Proceedings of the
AF/NASA Conference on Spacecraft Charging luchnology, 1976.
Comment on Low Energy Electron Measurements in the Jovian
Magnetosphere, k. J. L. Grard, S. E. DeFotLst, and E. C. Whipple,
Jr., Gcophys. Res. Letters, 4, 247, 1977.
Active Experiments in modifying Spacecraft potential: Results
from ATS-5 and ATS-6, R. C. Olsen and E. C. Whipple, it., UCSD
Report No. SP-77-01, May 1977.
Spacecraft Charging, S. E. Dc Forest, presented at Goddard Space
Flight Center and at Air Force Geophysical L4borat°ory, 1977.
Presentations
Magnetospheric Substorin Pitch Angle Distribution, B. H. Mauk,
presented at 1975 Annual Sping Meeting of American Geophysicz,1
Union.
Active Control of Spacecraft potentials at Geosynct°► ronous Orbits,
R. Goldstein, D. J. Fitzgerrld, and S. L. DeForest, presented at
1975 Annual Spring Meeting of American Geophysical Union.
Observation of photoelectrons and Secondary Electrons Reflected
from a Potential Barrier in the Vicinity of ATS-6, E. C. hbipple,
presented at 1975 Annual Spring heeting of American Geophysic^.l
Union.
Substorm Induced Spacecraft Charging Currents from Field Aligned
and Omnidirectional Particles, J. L. Vogl, N. L. Sundets, and S.
E. DeF'orest, presented at 1975 Annual Spring Meeting of American
Geophysical Union.
ATS-6 Observations of in Unusual 'Transient Change in the Ambient,
Particle Population Preceding a Substotm, A. Konr`o i, R. A.
Fritz, A. J. Mosley, B. ti. Mauk, R. L. McPherron,, G. A. Paulikas,
is
and R. J. walker, presented at 1975 Annual Fall Meeting of Lhe
American Geophysical Union.
Evidonce for DiffetLnLial Charging of the ATS-6 Satellite, L. C.
Whipple, Jr., presenw^cd at 1975 Annual Fall Meetincj of American
Geophysical Union.
Particle and Field MezisuremenLs of Standing ULF Wr.VLS at AIS-Sp
S. DeForestj W. D. Cummings, R	 c. MPheLton, ptesente -Io 
t 
1975
Annual Fall KLeting of American Cuophysical Union.
Bouncing Cluster 
of 
Ions at Seven ELtth krdii, 'C. E. McIbNoin,
presented at 1976 Annual Springy Meeting of American Geophysical
Union.
On Inferring Patallel Electric Fields from Measured P&LtiCIO
Velocity VistribuLlons, E. C. Whipple, Jr., PreSLnLLd aL Active
Experiments in Space Plasmas, Bouldcr, Colorado, 1976.
Signature of Parallel Electric Fields in a collisionless Plasmzi,
E. C. INhipple, Or., PresenLed 
at 
1976 Annual Poll McQtin,,j of
American Gcophysictl Union.
Signature of Spacecraft Differential ChargingLffect:, in
Magnetosphoric 11zrticle Data, R. C. Olst., n and V.,C.
Jr., preSUbtCr-01
 at 1.976 Annual cull Neeting of the AinerieLn
Geophysic&1 Union.
A New Kinetic Approiich to MagneLo.5phuric Convection, E. C.
Whipple, Jr., Presented at 1977 Annual Spring mL-etinq of hwLriczai
Geophysical Union.
Recent O rcl Presentations Using UCSD AIS-6 DATA:
The following is z, list of our presentations at inLernationt'.1
meetings.
Evidence foe Differential Charging Of the ATS-6 Satellite, Eldian
C. VNhipple, Jt., presented at 1975 Fall Annual Meeting American
Geophysical Union, San Friancisco, Ca.
Particle and Field Measurements of Standing ULF WLves at ATS-6,
Sherman E. DL% FoteSL, PELsented z, t 1,975 Fall Annual hjQetiny
American Geophysical Union, San krz:ncisco # Ca.
Bouncing Clusters of Ions at Seven Earth Radii, C;irl E. McIlwain,
presented 
at 
1976 Spting Annual Meeting of American GLoplkysicc.l
Union, twishingLon, D.C.
On Inferring Pat&llcl Electric Fields from Measured Particlo
Velocity Distributions, ElO.L11 C. hilipplU, Jr., ptcs%:ntLd at
Active Experiments in Space Plasmas (cosionsortd by COSPAR, UHS1,
and 1AGA) boulder, C01010dO f June 1976.
&.I- --
Modelling of Spacccraft Charging, Elden C. %hipple, Jr.,
presented at Air korccjNASA Sprcocraft Charging Tf.-chnology
Conference, A.F. Academy, ColortOo Springs, Colot&do, July 1976.
The Plasma Environmont at Goosynchtonous t-Ititudes Sherman
DeFotesL, presented at Air kotce/NASA Spacecru-KL Technology
Conference; A.E. Academy, Coloredo Springs, Colotedo, July 1976.
Signature of Spacecraft DifferLtitial Charging Effects in
Magnotosphiaric P&tLiclu Date, Chris Clscn an4 E;ldcn C. Whipple,
Jr., presented &t Arnericcn Geophysical Union tall Annual Meeting,
Sari Francisco, Cit., December 1976.
Signature of Parallel Electric Fields in a Collisionless Plasma,
Elden C. Whipplu, presented at )%wotican Gcophy.'Acel Union Fall
Annual Meeting, sari irancisco, 1976.
Traveling, She: 	 Alv d n Nave: in the Dusk,)bscrvaL!on of a Tr	 V
Geo.synchronous ragnctosphote with Amplitu4e Modulation by w PC-4
Oscillation EVCnL, B. 11. Mauk and R. L. NePliciton, PEL O-LnLed ot
American Geophysict-1 Union Fall Annual Mo-L. Liog, San trancisco,
Ca., December 1976.
Modulation of Spacecraft Potentia). t, t the Ion Cyclotron
Frequcricy, S. E. DuEoresto M. 11. Mauk, presciiLLO at PJDVJ1CZ111
Geophysical Union Fall Annual Meeting, San irancisco, cz,.,
Decembcr 1976.
AlfvA Wave Obsorvations t, nd tho Ion Cyclotron instability in thw
Earth's Magnetospherc * "B. A. Mauk, C. E. Mcll%aln t R. L.
McPherron # prOSLnLvd &L Third Into rnz; tional Congiess on haves and
Instabilities in Fl:l snizij Utiprimeric do 1'Eccle Polyt(-,chrj1quL,
Palaiseau, Rance, Juno 1977.
.*-j
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APPENDIX C
HANDBOOK FOR THE AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT
NOTE: Due to the limited supply we cannot furnish a handbook
for each copy of this report. Selected figures ax e atLechc6 .
Persons with a need for the entire handbookd 6rc urged to toquest
a copy.
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FIGURE 2.2-3
NOMINAL FIELD OF VIEW
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